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Document Number:
XE-MSA15PM-R0A

MANSAVER BAR
MSA150 Kit

Replacement Vinyl Cover and Padding
Contents
Vinyl cover with foam padding insert.
Two part quick setting epoxy package.
Wood stick for mixing and applying the epoxy.
NO STEP sticker.
Tools Required
Sharp Knife or razor.
50-80 grit coarse sandpaper.
Bar Preparation
1. Remove the old cover from the bar.
2. Cut and/or scrape the old foam padding from the bar.
3. Sand the surface of the bar with rough sand paper.
4. Clean the bar with alcohol or other metal degreaser. The bar must be free of grease and oil.
Preparation
1. Make sure that the cover and padding are the right size for the bar. The vinyl cover should be
1 1/2" longer than the foam padding. If it is longer, cut the excess off.
2. Slide the cover all the way up/over the padding.
3. Tuck the open end of the cover back into the center of the hole in the padding.

The edge at the open end of the
cover is tucked into the padding.
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Install Cover
Note: The epoxy mixture will harden in approximately 3 minutes. Read the following steps
before mixing the epoxy. These steps must be accomplished quickly.
1. Cut the end of the epoxy packet and squeeze the epoxy and hardener out onto a clean disposable
surface. Mix thoroughly with the wood stick.
2. Apply the epoxy mixture around the bar. (Spread a 6" swath around the mid section of the bar.)
3. Push the padding and cover onto the bar with a twisting motion. Ensure the cover and padding is
snug up against the knuckle and bottomed out at the outer end.
4. Do not disturb the cover and padding for at least 2 hours while the epoxy cures.
5. Apply the "NO STEP" sticker (or other appropriate decal) 4-6 inches from the outer edge of the bar.

Twist and Push the cover and
padding onto the bar
Bar

Epoxy
Note: Ensure the cover end
stays tucked into the padding.

Ensure cover is snug against the
knuckle and bottomed out at the
outer end.
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Cover and
Padding

